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Abstract 
 
 The research was done as part of an effort to develop alternative fire suppressant 

technologies for aircraft engine nacelles.  The turbulent shear flow behind a surface 

mounted fence inside an open circuit wind tunnel was investigated experimentally.  The 

tunnel test section was designed to be 2-D and exhibit flow qualities similar to those 

found in typical engine nacelles.  A 279 mm wide fuel pan was inserted approximately 

four fence heights downstream of the fence location.  The fuel pan was filled using water 

to simulate fuel with a depth of 32 mm.  Cold flow tests were done on different fence 

configurations with turbulent airflow.  The average turbulence intensity in the streamwise 

direction was 12% at the forward edge of the pan and with no fence in place.  The 

Reynolds number was 2 x 104 in the free stream and based on a fence height of 50.8 mm.  

Several fences were used to simulate general types of clutter elements. The height, 

length, degree of perforation, and distance to the fuel pan were all fence geometries that 

were tested.  Measurements were taken of the 2-D flow field along the centerline of the 

test section using Particle Image Veloimetry (PIV).  A separation region with strong 

reverse flow was found to exist above the pan and have flow characteristics that were 

sensitive to fence dimensions.  It was also found that the results for different 

configurations can be collapsed using the appropriate non-dimensional parameters.  

Future work will involve the flame spread over ethanol behind the same fence geometries 

in an effort to determine a correlation between nacelle clutter and liquid fuel flame 

spread.  
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF A TURBULENT WIND TUNNEL 

WITH OBSTRUCTIONS FOR USE IN LIQUID FLAME SPREAD 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

Chapter 1.  Introduction 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Aircraft engine nacelles create an environment amenable to fires due to multiple 

fuel and ignition sources, thereby making fire suppression and prevention of re-ignition 

difficult.  There exist many types of obstructions in the form of avionics, fluid lines, 

wiring, and structural components, such as ribs [1].  These sources of clutter within the 

nacelle provide many possible locations for fuel to accumulate.  The accumulation of fuel 

forms a pool of liquid that can be ignited from one of the many ignition sources within 

the nacelle [1].  These conditions are exacerbated by the temperature of the fuel under 

normal operating conditions, which can be as high as 150 oC [2]. 

 Successful suppression of a nacelle fire depends on the concentration and 

effectiveness of the suppressing agent and the flow field dymanics [3].  Extinction of the 

flame occurs when the time required to complete the necessary chemical reaction is much 

longer than the residence time of the reactants [4].  That is, the combustion process lacks 

the time required for completion when the chemical rate of reaction is smaller than the 

flow rate.  As a result, the flame cannot sustain itself without the heat produced by the 
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chemical reaction.  The ratio of the chemical time to the flow time is called the 

Damköhler number.   

 flow

chem

t
D

t
=  (1) 

 

It is a parameter that represents the aforementioned effects [3].  The dependence 

of the Damköhler number on the flow time makes it very sensitive to the flow field 

characteristics, especially when dealing with opposed flow, as can be the case inside an 

engine nacelle.  Opposed flow will decrease the fuel vapor residence time and reduce the 

vapor pressure.   The Damköhler number decreases with increasing velocity of the forced 

air flow [4].  It decreases until reaching a critical value and then the flame becomes 

extinct [3].  The clutter contained inside the nacelle can essentially alter the airflow 

experienced by the flame and affect its ability to sustain itself or spread.  This is why it is 

so important to understand the flow field dynamics within a typical engine nacelle.  

 For the past several decades, a fire suppressing agent called 

trifluorobromomethane (CF3Br) [3], known as halon 1301, has been used to control 

engine fires [1].  Halon extinguishes the fire by robbing the combustion process of its 

much needed hydrogen radicals.  Halon 1301 is very effective because only a small 

concentration (6% for 0.5 seconds) is required for successful suppression [5].  In fact, it 

was so effective that there was never any need to characterize the flow field to optimize 

dispersion inside an engine nacelle [1].  It also has other beneficial characteristics, such 

as a large effectiveness to weight ratio and physical properties that allow it to be 

transported as a liquid [5].  These properties make halon ideal for use in aviation.  

Unfortunately, halon also depletes the stratosphere of ozone and the Montreal Protocol 
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stopped its production in 1994 [5].  Several alternatives to halon have been developed 

and tested, but of those that meet health and environmental standards, none provide the 

effectiveness needed in terms of suppression effectiveness per weight of the system [1].  

The effectiveness is also dependent on the engine environment since clutter in the nacelle 

can obstruct and alter the transport of fire suppressant.  As mentioned before, nacelle 

clutter also affects the flow field and can directly influence flame spread. 

Obstructions in the nacelle can cause turbulent shear flow, creating areas of 

entrainment that can increase the residence time of the chemical reactants and retain heat.  

For this reason, fires often form and stabilize behind an obstruction when in strong air 

flows.  The clutter inside an engine nacelle can also influence flame spread characteristics 

by affecting vital heat transfer mechanisms, such as gas-phase and liquid-phase 

convection.  Little or no research has been conducted on liquid fuel flame spread under 

turbulent flow conditions and only a handful have investigated the effects of laminar 

flow.  As a result, the information on this topic is lacking and further investigation is 

required. 

 

1.2 Objective 

The purpose of this research is to characterize the various flow field geometries 

using general clutter elements so as to provide improved understanding of the engine 

nacelle environment and its influence on liquid flame spread.  This information is needed 

by those researching a suppressant transport model to use with the computational fire 

code in development at Sandia National Laboratory.  The data acquired in collaboration 
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with the 46th Test Wing at Wright-Patterson AFB will provide further insight into the 

clutter/flame spread interactions and the nacelle environment.   

 

1.3 Overview 

 A two-dimensional engine nacelle was simulated by utilizing a narrow wind 

tunnel with turbulent flow.  Several configurations of obstructions were placed within the 

tunnel to simulate different types of clutter found inside a typical engine nacelle.  Each 

type of obstruction consisted of a fence with a single parameter that varied from the 

original fence used by Disimile and Davis [6].  The parameters that varied consisted of 

the fence height, length, distance to the fuel pan, and level of perforation (holes placed 

along the fence).  For each of these fence configurations, the flow fields behind the fence 

and over the fuel pan were measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV).  The 

resulting images were analyzed using the Dantec Dynamics FlowManager software and 

the findings are reported in this paper. 

 

1.4 Preview 

 Work done in previous investigations, and information on PIV is provided in the 

literature review in the following chapter, chapter 2.  A section with background 

information is provided at the beginning of chapter 2 and provides general information on 

flame spread over liquids and turbulent shear flow behind a 2-D fence.  Chapter 3 gives a 

comprehensive layout of the experimental methods employed.  This section provides 

detailed information on the equipment, experimental parameters, and procedures used 

during testing.  The results are reported in chapter 4, along with an analysis of the 
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acquired data.  This section includes velocity profile comparisons, vorticity, turbulence 

intensity, and Reynolds stress contour plots, along with velocity curve-fit equations.  A 

discussion of these results and their implications are provided in the final chapter, chapter 

5.  This chapter also mentions possibilities for future work and includes a conclusion that 

highlights the major findings.  Appendices containing the raw data in the form of velocity 

contour plots overlaid with streamlines can be found in the back. 
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Chapter 2.  Literature Review 

 

2.1 Background 

 2.1.1 Flame Spread Across a Liquid Fuel 

 Flame spread is an area of research that has been the subject of numerous 

investigations due to its importance in fire safety.  In past years, the flame spread over 

solids has been the primary focus of experimentation, because of its many applications to 

fire safety.  Several studies have also been conducted on flame spread across liquids, 

although not enough to fully understand its complex nature.  Most of the confusion about 

flame spread over liquids is due to the changing heat transfer mechanisms that can 

quickly give way to other mechanisms.  The controlling mechanisms that govern flame 

spread over pools and when they are most important is still an issue of debate to this day. 

 Flame spread occurs when a sufficient amount of fuel has collected in one place 

within the vicinity of an ignition source.  If the liquid bulk temperature is too low, the 

ignition source must raise the local temperature to increase the vapor pressure so as to 

create a combustible mixture [7].  There will be a momentary premixed flame once the 

fuel vapor and air mixture is ignited.  This initial flame will stabilize if the local 

temperature is such that the vapor production is high enough to sustain the combustion 

process.  The temperature at which this occurs and the temperature required for ignition 

is the same for several fuels such as alcohols [8].  However, these temperatures are 

different for hydrocarbons and this produces an interesting effect called precursor flame 

spread [7]. 
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The flame propagates across a pool by heating the liquid ahead of the flame to the 

lowest temperature at which a combustible mixture will exist above the surface.  The 

manner in which the fuel ahead of the flame is heated comprises of several different 

mechanisms, including liquid convection, gas-phase convection and conduction, and to 

some extent, radiation.  The temperature of the fuel is the determining factor in which of 

these mechanisms are present and which ones control the rate of spread [8]. 

 The temperature at which the air/fuel mixture above the fuel surface is within the 

lean limit of combustion is known as the flash point [7].  Flame spread behavior changes 

radically depending on the bulk temperature relative to the flash point.  Flame spread is 

controlled by the liquid-phase  at temperatures below the flash point, but is controlled by 

the gas-phase at temperatures above the flash point [9].   However, there exists a 

transition region in which both mechanisms apply and perhaps others.  This region is 

called the uniform region and occurs just below the flash point and its complex nature is 

not yet entirely known [10].   

 The temperature region below the flash point is the most complicated and the 

most investigated region of flame spread over liquids.  This region is often the area of 

interest, because of the liquid convection induced by the flame.  Liquid convection is the 

primary mode of heat transfer for flame propagation below the flash point [11].  It is also 

known to play a major role in a phenomena known as pulsating or precursor flame 

spread.  Pulsating and precursor flame spread is fundamentally different. However, the 

two are mentioned together because the visual effects are relatively similar.  So much so, 

that early investigations into the topic produced conclusions that made little distinction 

between the two.   
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 Pulsating/precursor flame spread is when the flame spread rate fluctuates between 

a high and a low velocity that are separated by an order of magnitude [10].  The high 

velocity, also known as the jump velocity, is around the same order of a premixed flame.  

The low, sometimes referred to as the creep, velocity has values associated with a normal 

diffusion flame [8].   

 After the liquid in front of the flame front has been heated to the flash point, the 

flame then leaps though the combustible mixture.  This flame is known as a premixed 

flame and is called such, because the fuel vapor and oxidant are already mixed well 

before the combustion process takes place.  The flame that anchors itself in a portion of 

the premixed region, just behind the premixed flame, is called the diffusion flame.  A 

diffusion flame must first heat the fuel and transform it into a vapor so that it can diffuse 

and mix with the oxygen.  The mixture is combusted once it is formed, creating the flame 

front.  The diffusion flame propagates at speeds much slower than the premixed flame, 

because it has to continually heat the fuel, which requires time [8]. 

 When the bulk temperature of the fuel is greater than the flash point, a fuel/air 

mixture with just enough fuel vapor to support combustion exists everywhere above the 

surface.  It also exists at a distance that allows the flame to continually propagate without 

any deceleration in flame spread rate.  The minimum distance from the fuel surface at 

which the flame can sustain itself is known as the quenching distance [7]. 

  Flame propagation in the gas-phase region, which is above the flash point, is 

very simple in comparison to flame spread below the flash point.  The only exception is 

that the equivalence ratio changes with height such that the mixture is stratified and non-

uniform.  The equivalence ratio is a parameter that compares the levels of oxidizer and 
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fuel.  Flame spread above the flash point consists of a premixed flame and is controlled 

by gas-phase mechanisms [10].   

From the above information, it is easy to understand why the flash point of a fuel 

is one of its most important characteristics.  Fuels are often engineered to exhibit a 

desired flash point for reasons of safety and performance.  The U.S. Navy currently uses 

modified kerosene called JP-5, which is a jet fuel with a high flash point of 60 oC.  The 

high flash point helps prevent fires from fuel spills on the decks of aircraft carriers.  JP-8 

is a newer jet fuel used by the U.S. Air Force and has a lower specified flash point of 38 

oC [9]. 

2.1.2 Flame Spread Across Liquid Fuels in Opposed Airflow 

 Very little experimental work has been done on forced flow flame spread over 

liquid fuels.  What is known is that low velocity air currents have very little effect on 

flame spread rates [12, 13, 14].  The opposed velocity would have to be greater than that 

of the induced air velocity caused by buoyancy to significantly alter the flame spread 

characteristics.  Also, the presence of the flame front slows the forced air speed in the 

vicinity of the flame.  However, low velocity air currents can alter the pulsation 

frequency of the flame [13].  

Like most liquid flame spread characteristics, the effects of opposed flow depend 

on the temperature of the fluid relative to its flash point.  Changes in flame spread rate are 

greater when above the flash point than when below [12].  The flame travels by means of 

gas-phase mechanisms when above the flash point and is more susceptible to air currents.  

Flame spread below the flash point shows very little reaction to low and even moderate 

opposed air speeds and ceases to spread at velocities much greater than the zero opposed 
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flow flame spread rate [14].  How high speed air currents affect liquid-phase heat transfer 

mechanisms and their relative effects on spread rate is unknown and of great interest. 

2.1.3 Downstream Effects of a 2-D Fence in Turbulent Flow 

 When a fence (or any blunt object) is placed in the path of oncoming flow, it 

causes the boundary layer to detach from the surface on which that object is placed.  This 

phenomenon is known as separation.  Separation occurs when an adverse pressure 

gradient causes the fluid particles adjacent to a surface to reverse in direction.  These 

particles are particularly sensitive to changes in pressure because of their lack in 

momentum due to viscous effects.  Because they have much less momentum than the 

particles in the upper regions of the boundary layer, they are unable to overcome any 

pressure “humps” due to sudden changes in flow direction, such as flow around a sharp 

corner or a vertical wall.  The flow reversal of only the lower momentum particles causes 

a swirling motion that creates vortices. 

The flow past a 2-D fence (shown in Figure 1) is especially complicated because 

it is both blunt and thin, forcing the flow to deal with multiple changes in flow direction 

over a short period of time.  This creates two separation regions with reverse flow, a 

small region upstream of the fence and a much larger separation region downstream of 

the fence [15].  The reverse flow region downstream of the fence is separated from the 

free-stream by a shear layer.  This boundary is marked by a thick line shown in Figure 1 

extending from the tip of the fence and reattaching downstream.  This figure is not drawn 

to scale and is a qualitative representation of a 2-D fence in duct-flow, such as the kind 

under current investigation.  The length and height of the separation region is dependent 
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on many flow characteristics, but mainly on the height of the duct and fence, the 

Reynolds number, and the free stream turbulence level [16]. 

 
Figure 1.  General representation of a recirculation region behind a two-dimensional fence in duct flow. 

 

The presence of Turbulence has a direct effect on the separation region because of 

the transport of momentum from the free-stream to the wall.  Increased levels of 

turbulence will delay the onset of separation for boundary-layer flow and decrease the 

length of the separation region for the case of a blunt object. 

 

2.2 Historical Perspective 

 Flame spread is an area of extensive research.  It is important because of its 

contribution to fire safety, which is why most experimental investigations have been 

focused on flame spread across solids and not liquids.  However, many investigations 

have been focused on discovering the nature of flame spread across liquids and have 

revealed that this phenomenon is much more complicated than expected. 

 Burgoyne and Roberts [12] provided valuable observations and measurements on 

flame spread over liquid fuels.  They conducted experiments on pools of propanol, 

butanol, isopentanol, and hexanol and examined the changes of flame spread rate with 

various changes in experimental conditions.  Among these were liquid temperature, pool 
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depth, pool width, forced liquid currents, and forced air currents.  Their work on forced 

air currents is especially important because only two other groups of researchers after 

them performed experimental investigations on opposed flow flame spread.  Therefore, 

the amount of data available on this topic is limited. 

 Nearly a decade before his work with Burgoyne, Roberts [17] wrote his PhD 

thesis on flame spread over a liquid surface, in which he provided valuable observations 

on flame spread behavior.  He noted the discrepancy between laminar premixed spread 

rates and the spread rates of a flame above a liquid surface.  His work on low flash point 

fuels showed that propagation rates over a liquid fuel, whose bulk temperature was such 

that stoichiometric conditions existed above the surface, reached 200 cm/s.  These 

measured velocities are four to five times greater than that for normal laminar 

stoichiometric flame spread [7].  Roberts [17] also noticed that the flame spread rate 

would pulsate at certain temperatures, cycling between velocities associated with 

diffusive flame spread and laminar flame spread.  In addition to the above observations, 

Roberts determined that flame propagation above a liquid tended to induce currents in the 

liquid. 

 The primary focus of following investigations became the different phenomena 

associated with liquid flame spread and why they occur.  A great deal of interest was 

focused on the induced liquid convection and the cause of this phenomenon.  It would 

later be the work of Glassman [7, 11, 18] and his colleagues at Princeton that would 

determine the link between flame spread and induced liquid convection. 

 The work done at Princeton began shortly after that of Burgoyne and Roberts.  

They determined that the convection currents in a liquid fuel are caused by surface 
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tension gradients created by the high temperatures beneath the flame and the much lower 

surface temperatures away from the flame [18].  It was then determined that liquid 

convection is the main heat transfer mechanism responsible for flame spread at 

temperatures below the flash point [18].  This was shown through several experiments 

conducted by MacKinven et al. [11], including one where the viscosity of the liquid was 

altered in order to determine its relationship with the flame spread rate.  They also 

discovered that radiation contributed little to the overall heat transferred to the liquid 

ahead.  They determined this by blocking the radiation and observing insignificant 

changes in the flame spread rate. 

 In 1982, Suzuki and Hirano [14] published what seems to be the most extensive 

work done on opposed and concurrent flow flame spread across a liquid fuel.  They 

performed experiments on methanol in a 100.8 cm long tray that was 4.2 cm wide and 3.3 

cm deep.  The flame behavior was examined using high-speed Schlieren photography.  

Flame spread rates where measured for air velocities ranging from -600 cm/s to 600 cm/s 

and liquid bulk temperatures ranging from 5 oC to 30 oC.  Hirano and Suzuki [14] 

discovered that low air speeds only moderately affect the flame spread rate.  They 

observed that the air speed at which the flame spread rate terminates is much greater than 

the zero flow flame spread rate.  Even more interesting, was their discovery that the 

flame spread rate matches the concurrent air velocity at speeds greater than 200 cm/s, 

regardless of what the initial temperature of the fuel is.   

 Ross and Miller [13] appear to be the only other researchers to engage in 

experimental investigations of flame spread over liquids in forced air flow and published 

their work in 1998.  They used an alcohol, 1-butanol, in a 30 cm long pan that was 2cm 
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wide by 2.5 cm deep with opposed and concurrent airflow ranging from 5 to 30 cm/s.  

Unlike Suzuki and Hirano [14], or Burgoyne and Roberts [12], the work done by Ross 

and Miller [13] included the effects of forced air currents as they pertain to liquid 

convection and flame spread pulsation.  They found that changes in slow forced air 

currents do not alter the flame spread rate, but they do influence the pulsation frequency.  

Lower opposed flow speeds create higher pulsation frequencies that continue to increase 

as the flow transitions to concurrent flow [13].   

 The flow of air past a 2-D obstacle is a topic that has received a great deal of 

attention because of its many applications.  Good and Joubert [19] in 1967 were among 

the first to do extensive experimental research on 2-D fences immersed in turbulent flow.  

They used a blockage ratio (fence height over tunnel height), h/H, of 0.11 and a Reynolds 

number of Reh = 1.76 x 105.  They discovered that the separation region under such 

conditions extended more than 13 fence heights downstream of the fence and that reverse 

flow velocities were as much as half the free-stream velocity, the largest of the reverse 

flow velocities being found close to the bottom surface of the duct. 

 Durst and Rastogi [16] studied turbulent flows over 2-D obstructions in 1979.  

They used blockage ratios varying from 0 to 0.5 and compared calculations done with the 

same flow conditions as that of Good and Joubert to their data.  Their measured data on 

the separation region showed that the reattachment length is nearly the same for different 

fence heights that have the same width and blockage ratio.  Their calculations showed 

that accurate results can be obtained using corrections for streamline curvature. 

 Schofield and Logan [15] studied both two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

surface mounted obstructions in turbulent flow over a wide range of flow fields and 
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obstacle geometries [15].  They determined that the recovery length for the separation 

region behind a three-dimensional object is significantly shorter than the region behind a 

two-dimensional object.  The flow field around a three-dimensional object contains 

several interacting vortices that travel streamwise and pass through the separation region 

so as to disrupt the closed “bubble” that exists behind two-dimensional obstructions.   

 

2.3 Flame Spread Over a Liquid 

 Flame propagation over liquids is a complicated phenomenon that is not yet 

entirely understood.  There are different heat transfer mechanisms at work depending on 

the initial temperature of the liquid fuel.  The most important factor that governs flame 

spread is weather the liquid bulk temperature is below or above the flash point of the fuel.  

A graphical representation of this relationship is shown in Figure 2 for a generic fuel and 

is based on the figure presented in Glassman et al. [7].  
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Figure 2.  General representation of flame spread rate over a liquid fuel [7]. 
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2.3.1 Liquid Convection 

 Flame spread below the flash point is liquid-phase controlled [9].  Meaning, that 

liquid convection controls the heat transfer to the liquid ahead of the flame front.  This is 

accomplished through a liquid circulation region beneath the surface that extends out 

ahead of the flame front [8].   Liquid convection is a result of the surface tension 

gradients created by the temperature difference between the liquid below the flame front 

and the liquid ahead [4].  The surface tension far ahead of the flame is much larger than 

the surface tension below the flame, because it is inversely proportional to temperature 

and the liquid temperature below the flame is much higher than the bulk temperature [4].  

This causes the surface tension to pull the liquid along the surface away from the flame.  

The fluid directly below the surface moves in the same direction due to the viscous nature 

of the fluid.  The viscous forces create a flow that is similar in nature to the well-known 

Couete flow [7].  A diagram of this phenomenon is presented below as Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Diagram depicting induced liquid convection ahead of the flame due to surface tension 

gradient. 
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Sirignano and Glassman [18] worked on the theory of surface-tension-driven 

flows to predict the behavior of liquid-phase controlled flame spread.  They postulated 

that the shear stress at the surface of the liquid is equal to the surface tension gradient. 
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Where τ is the liquid shear stress, μ is the viscosity, u the velocity along the surface, y is 

the direction perpendicular to the surface, s is the surface point, σ represents the surface 

tension, T is the temperature, and x is in the direction parallel to the surface.  The above 

equation provides the following relation for the velocity of the liquid at the surface [18]. 
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s
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 (3) 

 

Here, hf represents the height of the fuel, or fuel depth.  The flame spread rate is 

dependent on the velocity at the surface, because liquid convection is the primary mode 

of heat transfer [18].  If the liquid convection were to decrease, then the flame spread rate 

must also decrease due to insufficient fuel vapor production caused by the decline in heat 

transfer.  The above relation implies that the flame spread rate is inversely proportional to 

the viscosity and proportional to the surface tension and the fuel depth.  Mackinven et al. 

[11] and Burgoyne and Roberts [12] confirmed this relation by varying temperature, fuel 

depth and viscosity.   
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2.3.2 Coupled liquid and gas convection 

 There also exists a naturally induced gas recirculation region ahead of the flame 

front due to the no-slip condition with the liquid surface [8].  As the liquid surface moves 

in the direction away from the flame, the gas directly above the surface is forced to travel 

with it.  However, there is also gas convection traveling in the opposite direction due to 

buoyancy effects.  The induced air flow towards the flame is on the order of 10 to 30 

cm/s [13].  The air in front of the flame is hot and rises quickly, pulling along the air 

behind it.  The combination of gas convection in opposite directions creates a 

recirculation region.   

 The gas recirculation region is very important to the combustion process, because 

it retains heat and fuel vapor in front of the flame.  It also improves the mixing of the fuel 

vapor and oxygen and the dispersing of the mixture to be used by the flame [8].  The 

depth of the recirculation region is extremely small, typically less than a millimeter, as 

shown by particle streak photographs taken by Sanatro et al. [20].  LDV measurements 

taken by the same researchers wear incapable of measuring the extremely shallow 

recirculation zone.  They did, however, uncover a very complex flow pattern directly 

ahead of the flame.  This is to be expected since there are conflicting directions of flow 

due to the rising of hot gas and the no-slip condition with the liquid surface. 

 The no-slip condition also acts to extend the gas recirculation zone to the far end 

of the liquid convection boundary.  There is little data on the distance that liquid 

convection travels ahead of the flame front.  However, Helmsetter found this distance to 

be approximately 21 cm when taking measurements of a flame traveling at an average 

velocity of 1.5 cm/s across an alcohol fuel [21].   
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 Liquid convection is closely related to the pulsating phenomenon known to occur 

in flame spread over liquid fuels whose bulk temperatures are below the flash point.  

Ross [8] pointed out that Takeno and Hirano demonstrated the importance of liquid 

convection to pulsating flow by soaking the fuel in a bed of beads and then observing the 

elimination of pulsating behavior [22].  The beads restricted liquid convection and 

demonstrated that it is closely linked to pulsating flame spread. 

 

2.4 Pulsating and Precursor Flame Spread 

 Pulsating flame spread is sometimes referred to as precursor flame spread and is a 

phenomenon that is unique to flame spread across liquid fuels.  A faster moving 

premixed flame precedes the stabilized portion of the flame, also known as the diffusion 

flame.  The fuel and oxidizer are already mixed and allows the flame to spread, or jump, 

through the mixture at a higher rate of speed.  The flame stops when it reaches where the 

mixture is no longer in the flammability limit and must wait for pre-heat mechanisms to 

reestablish before jumping again [8]. 

2.4.1 Precursor Spread 

 Precursor flame spread and pulsating flame spread are sometimes referred to as 

the same phenomenon, but are actually separate occurrences.  Precursor typically occurs 

in hydrocarbon fuels and is a result of there being a significant difference between the 

flash point temperature and the fire point temperature.  The fire point is the temperature 

at which the production rate of vapor is enough to sustain a steady flame and is typically 

higher than the flash point for hydrocarbon fuels [7]. 
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 During precursor flame spread, the liquid ahead of the flame is heated to the flash 

point through liquid convection.  A blue precursor flame quickly spreads though the 

combustible mixture above the surface and then extinguishes because the surface 

temperature is below the fire point.  The process is repeated several times and the 

precursor flame eventually heats the surface temperature to the fire point and a stable 

flame can be supported [7].   

2.4.2 Pulsating Spread 

 Pulsating flame spread is caused by complex interactions between liquid 

convection and gas-phase mechanisms.  As with precursor flame spread, the pulsations 

are linked to liquid convection.  Surface tension gradients cause the warmer liquid 

beneath the flame to travel to the regions ahead of the flame front [18].  This continues 

until the surface temperatures reach the flash point and a flame quickly accelerates 

though the fuel vapor above the surface.  But unlike fuels that exhibit precursor flame 

spread behavior, pulsating spread occurs in fuels with similar flash and fire point 

temperatures and the flame is instantly stabilized after acceleration and does not retreat as 

it does in precursor flame spread [8].  Liquid convection is once again established 

beneath the diffusion flame and the cycle begins again.    

 The cause of the pulsations is not entirely agreed upon.  However, one of the 

largely supported theories is that the pre-mixed flame catches the convective flow head of 

the liquid and is forced to stop and wait while new convective currents are established 

[10].  The flame can still advance in its diffusion state, but it must wait for the convective 

currents to form and heat the liquid ahead to the flash point before it can once again jump 
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forward.  This implies a strong relationship between the pulsation frequency and the fuel 

warm up time.   

Pulsating behavior may be closely linked to liquid-phase mechanisms, but it does 

not occur for all initial temperatures below the flash point.  Experiments performed by 

Akita revealed that pulsating behavior only occurs within an initial temperature range he 

referred to as the uniform region [10].  The uniform region is just below the flash point 

and is one of several temperature regimes that will be discussed in the following section. 

 

2.5 Flame Spread Regimes 

 Akita performed extensive tests on methanol in a wide variety of temperature 

ranges in order to get a better understanding of pulsating flame spread behavior as well as 

other flame spread behaviors [10].  He conducted experiments using a 100 cm long, 2.6 

cm wide, and 1 cm long pan.  Most of the flame spread measurements done around that 

time utilized relatively narrow pans.  Akita found that flame spread, at least as it pertains 

to alcohols, can be grouped into three different spread regimes that exist under the flash 

point.  Akita referred to these three regions as pseudo-uniform, pulsating, and uniform.  

Each regime is characterized by a specific temperature range and unique flame behavior.  

Two regimes with similar flame spread behavior exist above the flash point and are 

referred to as the gas-phase controlled and stoichiometric regions. 

 These five different flame spread regimes are each characterized by different 

changes in flame spread rate with initial fuel temperature.  The different slopes make 

them easily distinguishable on a chart with a logarithmic vertical axis, as can be seen in 

Akita’s results with methanol as shown in Figure 4 [10].  Each region is associated with a 
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temperature range relative to the flash point of the fuel and fall under the sub-flash 

category (liquid-phase controlled) or the super-flash category (gas-phase controlled).  

The heat transfer mechanisms that control the flame spread in each of these regions are 

not entirely agreed upon, but what is universally accepted is that the flame spread rate is 

greatly dependent on the temperature relative to the flash point.   
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Figure 4.  The flame spread rate for methanol at different bulk temperatures below and above the flash 

point [10]. 
 

2.5.1 Pseudo-Uniform 

 The pseudo-uniform stage lies at the coolest end of the liquid-phase, sub-flash 

region, also sometimes referred to as the pre-heat region, because the fuel ahead of the 

flame must first be pre-heated before flame spread can occur.  This regime is given the 

name “pseudo-uniform”, because the pulsations in the flame spread rate seem to 
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disappear.  However, it is thought that the flame spread rate is still pulsating, but the 

distance the flame jumps with every cycle is longer than the length of the pan [8].  

Another possibility, as Akita mentioned, is that the interval between each cycle is large 

enough to give the appearance of uniform flame spread [10].  Akita noticed that, for 

methanol, the pulsation interval increases rapidly with decreasing initial fuel temperature.  

This is because the decrease in temperature results in a stronger surface tension gradient 

that extends the length of the liquid recirculation region.  As mentioned before, the sub-

flash region is dominated by liquid-phase heat transfer mechanisms, but this is 

particularly true for the pseudo-uniform regime.   

2.5.2 Pulsating Regime 

 The pulsating regime is characterized by periodic acceleration and deceleration of 

the flame spread rate.  These pulsations are strongly linked to the surface tension driven 

convection of the liquid as mentioned previously, but it is unsure weather or not 

convection is required for pulsating flame spread to occur.  The temperature range, in 

which this behavior occurs, changes with different fuel types but also varies with fuel pan 

parameters [12, 11, 8, 23].   

 The pulsation characteristics are greatly dependent on liquid temperature, due to 

the strong connection between pulsating flame spread and surface flow.  This is evident 

by the data presented by Akita and Fujiwara for methanol depicting the pulsation interval 

as a function of liquid temperature [24].  They observed that the pulsation interval climbs 

rapidly as the temperature is reduced, reaching 30 cm at -8 oC and continuing to climb 

exponentially as is approaches -10 oC.  Their data also shows that the time interval for 

each pulsation cycle is approximately 1.5 seconds for methanol at -2.7 oC and fluctuates 
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between 4 and 16 cm/s.  The crawl spread rate is that of a diffusion flame, and the jump 

velocity is on the order of a laminar pre-mixed flame. 

2.5.3 Uniform Regime 

 As the name implies, the flame spread rate in the uniform regime is consistent 

with time.  The pulsating behavior from the previous regime no longer exists.  The 

uniform regime is by far the least understood temperature region of flame propagation 

across pools of liquid fuel [8].  There is wide debate over the controlling mechanisms that 

govern this particular region.  The source of confusion is conflicting data that shows both 

the presence and absence of liquid convection ahead of the flame [8].   

The uniform regime acts as a transition region between liquid-phase control and 

gas-phase control.  It is most likely that the controlling mechanisms are a combination of 

both liquid and gas convection, since recirculation and induced convection exist in both 

the gas and the liquid ahead of the flame.  However, the dominance of one over the other 

is dependent on the fuel temperature.  Liquid-phase mechanisms are controlling at lower 

temperatures and gradually change to gas-phase mechanisms at higher temperatures near 

the flash point [10].   

2.5.4 Super-Flash (Gas-phase) Regime 

If the initial fuel temperature is at or above the flash point, then the flame will 

spread entirely by means of gas-phase mechanisms and liquid convection is no longer 

present ahead of the flame [7].  This temperature region is often referred to as the pre-

mixed regime, because a flammable mixture exists everywhere above the surface of the 

fuel.  The flame spreads continuously without ever having to pause and pre-heat the fuel.   
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This region is extremely sensitive to fuel temperature since the vapor pressure, 

and therefore the equivalence ratio, just above the fuel surface increases with temperature 

[7].  At the cooler end of this temperature regime, the fuel/air equivalence ratio is just 

inside the lean limit of the fuel.  However, the equivalence ratio is stratified since the 

vapor pressure decreases with distance from the fuel surface.  Therefore, not only must 

there be a flammable mixture, but it must also exist above the quenching distance of the 

fuel [7].  The quenching distance is the minimum distance that flame can exist above the 

fuel surface.  When below the quenching distance the heat transfer from the flame to the 

fuel is too large and the flame can no longer sustain itself.  However, the quenching 

distance for n-decane is extremely small, on the order of a few millimeters, and is much 

smaller for alcohols [25]. 

 White et al. [23] produced extensive results on flame spread over hydrocarbon 

fuels, comparing JP-5 and JP-8 over a large temperature range of 10 – 90 oC.  The flash 

point temperatures of JP-5 and JP 8 are 60 oC and 38 oC.  It was found that the transition 

from liquid-phase to gas-phase controlled flame spread occurs at a flame spread rate of 

12 m/s and reaches a maximum speed of 160 cm/s.  These results are in excellent 

agreement with the predictions made by Feng et al. [26] as pointed out by White et al. 

[23].   
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Feng et al. used the above relation to predict flame spread velocities in the gas-phase 

controlled region, where ρb is the density of the products, ρu is the unburned gas density, 

α is a constant, and VL is the fundamental laminar burning velocity of a pre-mixed flame.  
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A typical value for VL is approximately 40 cm/s for pre-mixed stoichiometric flame 

spread over hydrocarbons.  The density ratio, ρb/ ρu, is ~7.  White et al. found α = 1.5, 

based on the above equation and their experimental results for JP fuels.  They predicted 

that the flame spread rate would be 12 cm/s using values obtained for laminar pre-mixed 

flame spread in the lean limit of flammability (VL ~ 3.5 cm/s, ρb/ ρu ~ 5).  This is 

consistent with their measured value obtained at the transition region, where the 

equivalence ratio is just within the lean limit of the fuel. 

2.5.5 Stoichiometric 

The stoichiometric regime exists when the initial bulk temperature of the fuel is 

high enough to produce a vapor pressure necessary for a stoichiometric mixture [7].  The 

flame spread rate in this regime is at a maximum since stoichiometric implies ideal 

conditions for combustion.  As the initial temperature increases, there is still a 

stoichiometric mixture, but its location increases in elevation.  Therefore, stoichiometric 

flame spread is still present and the flame spread rate remains constant with initial fuel 

temperature.   

During his experiments, Roberts [17] noticed that the maximum flame spread 

rates achieved for liquid fuels under stoichiometric conditions approached 200 cm/s. The 

stoichiometric spread rates are approximately 4 to 5 times faster than typical laminar 

burning velocities for pre-mixed flames [7, 23].  Roberts concluded that the excess speed 

is a result of un-reacted fuel vapor being accelerated by pressure build up behind the 

flame.  Greater than laminar burning velocities are also achieved by flame curvature from 

the stratified vapor pressure that gives the flame front a larger surface area to burn [8].  
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The curvature also causes the flame surface to stretch thinner, causing an increase in the 

temperature gradient and resulting in a higher heat transfer rate.   

Similar spread rates were found in mines, where the methane concentration near 

the ceiling was heavily stratified.  A detailed discussion on this topic is provided by 

Glassman et al. [7] in regards to the work done by Feng et al. [26] on a uniform pre-

mixed methane-air mixture. 

 

2.6 Effects of Fuel Pan Dimensions 

 The dimensions of the tray in which the flame spread takes place have a strong 

influence on measured flame spread rates [12, 11, 23].  This is due to the restrictions that 

smaller trays place on liquid convection, on which flame spread is so highly dependent at 

lower temperatures.  However, the effects of pan dimensions are also contributed to heat 

transfer to the pan.  Mackineven et al. [11] did a comprehensive study on this subject.  

They took flame spread rate measurements for decane at 23 oC using a variety of 

different shaped fuel trays.  The flash point temperature for decane is 46 oC.  Along with 

pan dimensions, they also varied other laboratory parameters, such as pan material, fuel 

viscosity, and fuel temperature. 

2.6.1 Pan Length 

 Mackinven at al. [11] found that the tray length has only moderate effects on the 

flame spread rate.  The smallest length tested was 90 cm and corresponded to a spread 

rate of 2.8 cm/s.  They observed the flame spread rate to increase with length until 

reaching a maximum velocity of 3.04 cm/s at a length of 180 cm.  Their results showed 
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that the rate at which the spread rate decreases becomes large as the pan approaches 90 

cm due to the shorter length impinging on the liquid convection ahead of the flame. 

2.6.2 Pan Width 

 Burgoyne and Roberts [12] also performed experiments on the effects of pan 

dimensions.  They determined the effects of channel width on flame spread rates for 

isopentaonl by varying the temperature from 15 to 45 oC for 2.5, 3.3, and 6.3 cm wide 

pans.  Their results showed that the flame spread rate decreases with width due to wall 

effects restricting the liquid convection, similar to the results obtained by Mackinven et 

al. for varying pan lengths.  The flame spread rates for the three widths converge as the 

initial temperature approaches the flash point of isopentanol (41 oC).  At this point, the 

controlling mechanisms are gas-phase and the width no longer has any influence on the 

flame spread.   

Mackinven et al. [11] noticed similar trends and it was observed that increasing 

the pan width above 20 cm had little effect on the observed flame spread rate.  This result 

could not be compared to the work done by Burgoyne and Roberts [12] since the largest 

pan width they tested was 6.3 cm.  However, White et al. [23] reproduced their 

experiment with a 20 cm wide pan.  The result was a relatively small slope that continued 

the trend of decreasing temperature independence with increased pan width.  White et al. 

showed that the strong dependence on temperature observed by Akita [10] and Roberts 

and Burgoyne in the lower temperature region was a result of using relatively narrow fuel 

trays. 

2.6.3 Fuel Depth 
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 Burgoyne and Roberts [12] also studied the effects of liquid depth on flame 

spread rate by varying the temperature of isopentanol from 15 to 45 oC in a 3.3 cm wide 

pan and at depths of 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 cm.  The result was similar to varying the 

width and length of the tray.  The spread rate increased with depth and the effects 

increased with decreasing temperature.  The flame spread rate is more affected by the pan 

width at lower temperatures, because of the liquid-phase controlling, but becomes 

independent of changes in width at higher temperatures due to the transition to gas-phase 

mechanisms. 

Mackinven et al. [11] performed similar experiments on decane at 23 oC in a 180 

x 19.5 x 2.5 cm tray lined with glass.  They also found the spread rate to decrease rapidly 

with temperature from about 6 cm/s at a depth of 20 mm to around 2 cm/s at a depth of 

about 2 mm.  A propagating flame could not be stabilized at depths below 2 mm and was 

contributed to the inability of liquid currents to form at such shallow depths. 

 

2.7 Flame Spread in Forced Airflow 

 Liquid flame spread in opposed and concurrent flow environments is a topic that 

has received very little interest.  Most of the experimental work done on this subject has 

been for flame spread across solids, for obvious fire safety applications.  However, there 

have been a few attempts to determine the behavior of flame spread across liquids when 

subjected to forced airflow [12, 13, 14].  However, it is important to note that the 

following results for liquid fuel flame spread are for laminar conditions, and that no 

literature has been found that present findings for turbulent airflow. 

2.7.1 Effects on Flame Spread Rate 
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 Burgoyne and Roberts [12] examined flame spread under forced airflow 

conditions as part of an effort to discover the effects of laboratory parameters on spread 

rates.  They subjected flame spread across isopentanol and propanol at 15 oC to airflow 

speeds ranging from 0 to 200 cm/s for both opposed and concurrent flow.  Their results 

are shown in the figure below.   

 

 

Figure 5.  Flame spread rate measurements for isopentanol and pentanol at 15 oC [12]. 
 

Isopentanol, with a flash point of 41 oC, is clearly in the liquid-phase control 

region with a flame spread rate of only 0.8 cm/s at zero forced airflow [12].  That is why 

there is little change in the spread rate below an air speed of 100 cm/s for both opposed 

and concurrent airflow.  For slow air speeds, buoyancy of the hot gases near the flame 

induces a flow that dominates the gas convection ahead of the flame [13].  The velocity 

of these induced air currents is large enough to suppress the effects of small forced air 

speeds.  The flame spread rate for isopentanol in Figure 5 for opposed flow decreases 

very gradually, with an increasing rate of change as the opposed air speed approaches 
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200 cm/s, at which point the flame no longer spreads.  However, the change in spread 

rate for concurrent airflow is extremely rapid, seeming to be almost vertically asymptotic, 

but this is because of the scale used by Roberts and Burgoyne [12] for the isopentanol. 

Figure 5 shows that the propanol seems to be transitioning into the gas-phase 

region, with a flame spread rate of 14 cm/s with no forced airflow.  This is why the 

propanol flame spread rate is affected by forced air flow at smaller velocities.  Forced air 

currents will have more of an influence on flame spread rates when the controlling 

mechanisms are gas-phase.  Unlike isopentanol, the change in spread rate for propanol is 

more rapid at low velocities and then decreases gradually to where, it too, ceases to 

spread at 200 cm/s opposed flow.  The concurrent flow results for propanol are similar to 

that of isopentanol, in that the change in flame spread rate is very rapid at velocities 

higher than 100 cm/s.  Also like isopentanol, the rate of change in the flame spread rate 

for propanol seems to continually increase with the concurrent air flow velocity.  

However, Suzuki and Hirano [14] later discovered that the rate of change would grow 

until the flame spread rate matches the concurrent flow velocity and then remain 

constant.  The results obtained for propanol and isopentanol by Burgoyne and Roberts 

[12] show that there is a large difference on how forced convection affects flame spread 

depending on if it is below or above the flash point. 

Suzuki and Hirano [14] studied the flame spread rates for methanol over a large 

range of forced air velocities ranging from 600 cm/s in the opposed direction to 600 cm/s 

in the concurrent direction.  They also varied the fuel temperature, which gave an 

interesting view of the effects of forced airflow for different temperature regimes.  These 

results can be seen in Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6.  Opposed and concurrent flow flame spread over methanol at various temperatures [14]. 

  

The most noticeable aspect of the above results is the converging of all 

temperature regimes above a concurrent air velocity of 200 m/s, regardless of the initial 

temperature, implying that flame spread can be either gas or liquid-phase controlled.  

Hirano and Suzuki concluded that as the concurrent air velocity increases, it blows hot 

gas over the liquid ahead of the flame, causing the flame front to lean forward and 

drastically increase the rate of heat transfer to the liquid fuel ahead.  Their measurements 

show that the flame spread in concurrent flow accelerates and matches the free stream 

velocity when the forced velocity grows larger than the flame spread rate for zero 

airflow.  The flame spread rate increases, because it no longer has to wait for liquid-phase 

mechanisms to take effect and can continue to spread.  Hirano and Suzuki were able to 

observe the shape of the flame front for different air stream velocities using high-speed 

schlieren photography.   
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 Another result shown in Figure 6 is the minimal effect that low opposed air 

speeds have on flame spread rates.  This coincides with the measurements obtained by 

Burgoyne and Roberts [12].  Similar to their results, the flame spread rates measured by 

Suzuki and Hirano [14] remain fairly constant until confronting an opposed air speed of 

about 100 cm/s.  They mentioned that this is due to the deceleration of the air flow by the 

flame front.  However, once the air speed is increased beyond that, the flame spread rate 

suffers a sudden decline.  The decrease in flame speed is due to the opposed airflow 

reducing the residence time of the reactants, therefore, decreasing the Damköhler number 

[4].  The fuel vapor and oxygen are blown away before they can be combusted.    

2.7.2 Effects on Flame Behavior 

 The work done by Burgoyne and Roberts [12] and Hirano and Suzuki [14] in 

regards to forced flow flame spread is insightful, however neither one mentioned any 

effects that forced air flow might have on pulsating behavior and liquid convection.  It 

would be helpful to know the effects on these phenomena since they are the dominating 

features of flame spread across liquids below the flash point.  Ross et al. [13] managed 

this for pools of 1-butanol subjected to very low-speed opposed and concurrent airflow.  

They found that such low opposed velocities have little effect on the spread rate and that 

the jump and crawl velocities remain the same, 1.5 and 10 cm/s.  However, decreasing 

the opposed flow velocity does affect the flame spread pulsations, even as the air speed 

crosses over from opposed flow to concurrent flow.  Ross et al. observed that at high 

concurrent air speeds, 20~30 cm/s, the flow dominates over buoyancy effects and the 

pulsations discontinue.  Their results show that opposed airflow does not affect the liquid 

convection length.  A liquid vortex forms beneath the surface for all opposed velocities 
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and extends to 2cm before the flame jumps and a new vortex forms.  For concurrent flow, 

however, Ross et al. showed that liquid convection is influence by the forced convection.  

Their thermal measurements show a vortex for slow concurrent velocities but not for 

higher speeds.  Heat transfer from the flame is large enough that liquid convection is no 

longer a controlling mechanism.  Although liquid convection exists, it is not affected by 

the rapid fluctuations in flame spread rate [13]. 

2.7.3 Opposed Turbulent Flow 

 As far as it is known, there have been no experimental investigations into the 

influence of opposed turbulent flow on flame spread across liquids.  However, there have 

been work done on solid fuels, and some of the results might be applicable to liquid fuels.  

Zhou et al. [27] studied the effects of opposed turbulent flow on flame spread over thick 

PMMA and thin filter paper sheets.  They discovered that, for the PMMA, moderate 

turbulence levels increases the flame spread rate for all opposed air velocities tested (0.5 

~ 2.5 m/s).  The flame spread rate reaches a peak at about 6% turbulence before 

decreasing with higher levels.  These findings are concurrent with their temperature 

readings that show an increase in the surface temperature ahead of the flame front at 6% 

turbulence intensity.  Zhou et al. proposed that the increase in flame spread rate is due to 

enhanced mixing of the reactants and an increase in conductive heat transfer to the solid 

fuel due to the flame (shown by interferometric photographs) being pushed closer to the 

fuel surface with increased levels of turbulence.  However, these become dominated by 

other mechanisms that act to decrease the flame spread rate as the turbulence intensity is 

increased.  These mechanisms, as mentioned by Zhou et al. are increased convective 
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cooling of the gas and the transportation of cooler air from the free stream to the surface 

by eddies.   

 It is difficult to say what parts of the results from the solid fuel testing done by 

Zhou et al. can be carried over to opposed turbulent flame spread for liquid fuels.  

Certainly the mentioned mechanisms such as increased convective cooling, increased 

conductive heat transfer and increased homogenization of the fuel mixture will also occur 

for liquid fuels.  However, the effects of turbulence on liquid convection will have to be 

considered and will most likely dominate the other effects since it is the controlling 

mechanism for liquids below the flash point.  And the effects of increased levels of 

turbulence will be purely in the gas-phase when dealing with flame spread above the 

flash point. 

 

2.8 Turbulent Flow Separation Behind a 2-D Fence 

 The separation region behind the fence is an important aspect of the current 

research, because of the numerous effects that flow field conditions have on flame spread 

behavior as mentioned in the previous section.  The separation region contains reverse 

flow that can influence the upstream spread of flames by aiding gas-phase and possibly 

liquid-phase mechanisms.  These areas of recirculation might retain heat and fuel vapor 

to be used by the flame, instead of being blown away as would normally occur under 

large opposed flow velocities.  The mixing of fuel and oxidant could be improved by the 

increased levels of turbulence, which might also decrease the flame spread rate by 

cooling the reaction with increased transportation of colder air from the free stream.  In 

any case, it is apparent that turbulent shear flow is extremely complicated and it is 
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difficult to predict how it will affect flame spread rate measurements, which is the goal of 

this research. 

 The first step to understanding how a region of separated reverse flow might 

affect flame spread is to understand as much as possible about the region itself.  

Fortunately, there have been numerous studies on this topic done with both 

experimentation and simulation.  Good and Joubert [19] provided valuable insight by 

placing a vertical fence with a tapered edge in turbulent airflow with a Reynolds number 

of 1.76 x 105, based on the fence height and mean free stream velocity.  Their fence 

height, h, was 4 inches and the tunnel height, H, was 36 inches, giving a blockage ratio, 

h/H, of 0.11.  They took measurements at a few select locations using pitot static and yaw 

tubes.  Good and Joubert [19] observed that the separation region extended as far as 13 

fence heights down stream and contained reverse flow velocities as large as half the free 

stream velocity.  The maximum forward velocities were found to be about half as much 

greater than the free stream velocity.  They determined the height of the separation region 

to be the location where the stream function equaled zero and its maximum height was 

more than twice the fence height and occurred at about 5 to 7 fence heights downstream.   

Durst and Rastogi [16] compared the results of Good and Joubert [19] to thier 

calculations using the same setup and performing additional experiments using a range of 

blockage ratios from 0.0 to 0.5.  Their calculations used the k-ε turbulence model with 

modifications to account for streamline curvature.  They compared the results of these 

calculations to those done without the modifications and to experimental data.  They 

produced results that were an improvement on the previous calculations when compared 

to the data obtained by Good and Joubert [19].  The calculations done by Durst and 
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Rastogi [16] predicted a recirculation length, Lr, of approximately 14 fence heights, and a 

max forward and reverse velocity of 1.19 and -0.86 times the free stream velocity.  As 

can be seen from the previous paragraph, their predictions compare well with the data of 

Good and Joubert.  However, their calculations under predicted and over predicted the 

maximum forward and reverse velocities, but it might have been the result of using 

intrusive measurement techniques at a select few locations.   

 

Figure 7.  The recirculation length as a function of the blockage ratio for various fence aspect ratios [16]. 
 

Durst and Rastogi [16] also obtained experimental data in order to supplement 

existing data with large gaps in untested blockage ratios.  Their experimental results are 

presented in non-dimensional form and one of their charts was recreated and shown in 

Figure 7.  Their data shows that the length of the recirculation region is mostly 

independent of fence height for similar blockage ratios.    However, the fence width does 

affect the recirculation length by decreasing it as the width is increased.  It is also clear 

from Figure 7 that the length of the recirculation region is a strong function of the 

blockage ratio when the tunnel height is less than 16 times the fence height.  But the 
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recirculation length levels off at about 17 fence heights when the tunnel height is 

increased.   

 Larousse et al. [28] studied obstructions with a 25 mm square cross section in 

turbulent channel flow with a Reynolds number of Re = 105.  Data was taken on the 

separation region using a two-component laser Doppler anemometer (LDA).  They used a 

blockage ratio of 0.5 and varied the length of the obstruction from being a cube to 

extending the entire width of the test section.  The tunnel had a cross section of 600mm x 

50 mm.  Trip wires were fitted at the inlet of the tunnel and the obstructions were secured 

to the surface at 52 tunnel heights downstream.  It was discovered that decreasing the 

length of the obstruction drastically reduces the length and height of the separation 

region.  At large lengths, the flow behind the obstruction still maintained two-

dimensional characteristics, but at smaller lengths multiple vortices developed that would 

intersect the separation region.  These vortices originate from all sides of the obstruction 

and prevent the separation region from fully developing. 

 

2.9 Particle Image Velocimetry 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a useful technique in obtaining instantaneous 

velocities of a flow field.  An entire PIV system consists of lasers, seeding, cameras, 

synchronization, and processing.  The lasers illuminate the plane of interest and allow the 

camera to record the positions of the seeding particles carried by the flow.  The camera 

then transmits the images to the processor to be converted into velocity vectors.  The 

velocity is found by dividing the distance the particles travel by a known time interval. 
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The laser is typically an Nd: Yag laser that fires a diverging beam into the flow.  

The laser creates a light sheet that illuminates the particles within a specific plane.  The 

laser cannot run continuously and must pulsate due to the large amount of power required 

to illuminate micron size particles [29].  The result is a stroboscopic effect with a known 

and adjustable time between pulses.  The user selects a time interval that is applicable to 

the type of flow being studied.  The lasing cavity is Q-switched to provide short bursts of 

energy, usually on the order of a few nanoseconds [29].  This reduces the power 

requirement and provides better illumination of the particles.  However, the minimum 

time interval available between light pulses is too large for many applications.  Therefore, 

a second laser is provided so that the two lasers can alternate when acquiring data. 

A CCD camera (Charged Couple Device) is placed perpendicular to the light 

sheet and detects the illuminated seeding particles.  Two frames of particle images are 

required to provide the information necessary to perform velocity calculations.  The CCD 

camera allows two successive images to be recorded on a double frame, thereby making 

it possible to record images with a small time interval.  The CCD camera consists of a 

matrix of light-sensitive cells and storage cells [29].  When the laser emits the first pulse, 

the camera exposes the first frame and transfers it to the storage cells.  The camera then 

exposes the second frame during the second pulse and transmits the two images to the 

processor.  A synchronizing device sends signals to the laser and the camera so that the 

two are coordinated.  Filters are installed on the cameras so that only light with a 

wavelength of that emitted by the laser will pass.  The images appear as small specks of 

light scattered across a dark background, similar to stars in a night sky.  A general 

representation of a PIV set up is shown in Figure 8 below.   
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Figure 8.  A typical PIV set up depicting the illumination and recording of particles to be correlated for 
each interrogation area. 

 

The images are separated into square regions called interrogation areas.  The 

interrogation areas from both frames are correlated using Fast Fourier Transformation 

(FFT) techniques [29].  An average displacement vector is produced and is representative 

of all the particles within the interrogation region.  The displacement vector is divided by 

the pulse time interval to obtain a velocity vector.  Particles often exit the interrogation 

area during the time interval between pulses and can reduce accuracy.  This problem is 

referred to as “in-plane dropout” [29].   A modified correlation technique, called adaptive 

correlation, is often used to counteract in-plane drop out by using an iterative procedure 

with an initial-guessed offset value.  This process is longer than traditional cross-

correlation techniques but it increases signal strength and allows the user to refine the 

interrogation area while retaining the same number of acceptable vectors and without 

increasing seeding density.   
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Chapter 3.  Experimental Setup 

 

3.1 Wind Tunnel 

A schematic drawing of the wind tunnel used to simulate a 2-dimensional engine nacelle 

is shown in Figure 9.  The inside dimensions of the test section were 182.9 cm wide by 

22.9 cm tall and 243.8 cm long.  A fuel pan that was 27.9 cm wide and 39.4 cm long, 

with the length running parallel to the flow was placed inside the tunnel.  The pan was 

installed so that the edges were flush with the bottom of the test section.  The pan width 

was made to be greater than the 20 cm required to stem the influential wall effects created 

by small widths. 

 

 
Figure 9.  A diagram of the wind tunnel used in present research. 

 

The depth of the pan was 3.81 cm.  However, the pan was not filled to the edge, 

so as to prevent spill over.  The depth of the liquid was 3.18 cm at the upstream end and 
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2.54 cm at the downstream end due to a slight incline in the tunnel.  This should have 

little impact on flame spread rate measurements since the incline is relatively small (< 1o) 

and because Mackinven et al. showed the flame spread rate is not significantly affected 

by changes in fuel depth above 2.5 cm.  The inside of the fuel pan, along with a clutter 

element can be seen in Figure 10.  The clutter element is the original size and is in the 

original location.  The bottom of the fuel pan can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.  Photograph of the inside of the wind tunnel showing the fuel pan, clutter element, and viewing 
windows. 
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Figure 11.  Photograph showing the underside of the fuel pan. 
 

Observation windows were installed in the ceiling and in the right side of the test 

section when looking upstream.  The windows where 20.32 cm wide and 16.51 cm tall 

and where made from either Robax tempered glass, ceramic, or quartz glass.  The quartz 

was used when taking PIV measurements because of its superior optical qualities. 

The tunnel was an open loop facility with a 6000 scfm centrifugal blower 

providing the opposed air flow conditions.  A turbulence grid ran along the entire height 

and width of the junction between the diffuser and the test section.  The width of the grid 

bars is 1.91 cm and 0.32 cm thick and made from mild steel.  The spacing in between the 

bars is 3.81 cm, with exception to the sides, whose spacing can be seen below in Figure 

12.  
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Figure 12.  Grid spacing for the turbulence grid. 
 

 

Figure 13.  Photograph of the turbulence grid. 
 

3.2 Clutter Elements 

A variety of different clutter shapes and sizes where used to simulate the different 

kinds of clutter you might find in a generic engine nacelle.  All the clutter elements were 

based off of the one used by Disimile and Davis.  They used a 0.6 cm thick piece of angle 
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iron with 5.1 cm sides and a length such that the ends were flush with the sides of the 

tunnel.  The clutter element was oriented so that the inside of the angle faced upstream 

and was placed 22.2 cm upstream from the edge of the fuel pan.  This clutter element and 

its orientation are referred to as the original setup and provide a base line for the results.  

Also, the clutter element is sometimes referred to as the fence. 

 Four different configurations of clutter elements were chosen for the current 

research.  Each configuration included three variations in the parameter that made it 

different from the original clutter.  In some cases, the dimensions of the original clutter 

were used as one of the variations.  Holes were placed with a diameter D = 1.27 cm at a 

distance d and centered along the entire length of the fence.  The other parameters that 

were varied were the length, L, the height, h, and the distance to the fuel pan, Xp.  A 

diagram depicting the dimensions of the clutter elements is shown below in Figure 14, 

and below that is table 10, which shows each of the fences tested and their dimensions.  

The level of perforation is also shown and is given in terms of a percentage.  The 

percentage, P, represents the total area of the holes compared to the area of the fence 

facing the direction of the flow and is given by the following equation, where NH is the 

number of holes. 

 
2

100
4
HN DP

hL
π

= ×  (5) 

As can be seen in Table 1, only one dimension is changed for each fence, while 

the other dimensions maintain the parameters of the original clutter element.  Below 

Table 1 is Table 2, which shows the test matrix used where each box represents a run and 

lists the variable dimension that was tested.  There are 16 boxes, but only 12 runs were 
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made since several of the dimensions could be tested using the single piece of original 

clutter.   

 
Figure 14.  Diagram showing the fence parameters varied. 

 

 

Table 1.  Fence dimensions. 
Fence # h (cm) L (cm) d (cm) P (%)

1 5.08 182.9 0 0
2 7.62 182.9 0 0
3 2.54 182.9 0 0
4 5.08 15.2 0 0
5 5.08 30.5 0 0
6 5.08 61.0 0 0
7 5.08 182.9 12.7 7.6
8 5.08 182.9 7.6 12.5
9 5.08 182.9 5.1 19.1  

 

Table 2.  Test matrix. 
Clutter Variable

Distance to Fuel Pan (Xp) 22.2* 17.1 11.4 5.7
Height (h) # 7.62 5.08* 2.54 NA
Length (L) 182.9* 61.0 30.5 15.2
Number of 1'' Holes (NH) 35 23 14 0*

*Dimensions of original clutter, taken in a single run
#The height, h, and The width, W, are equal for all clutter elements

Variable Dimensions  (cm)
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Disimile and Davis [6] characterized the flow field in the same wind tunnel using 

constant temperature anemometry (CTA).  It was found that the mean velocity in the 

direction of the flow was 6.30 m/s with a margin of 10%.  The turbulence intensity was 

measured to be 5.0% with a margin of 10%.           

 

3.3 PIV 

 3.3.1 PIV Equpment 

 A New Wave Research Solo 120 Nd:Yag laser was used to provide the 

illumination for taking PIV measurements and is shown in Figure 15.  The laser was 

hooked up to a power unit, which controlled the power output of the laser and cooled it 

using distilled water.  The unit has two lasers that are housed side by side within the same 

unit and make use of optical components to combine the beams.  The peak energy of the 

laser is 120 mJ and fires a laser with a wave length of 532 nm when operating at 15 Hz.  

This particular model had no power attenuator and only operated at two power settings, 

high and low.   
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Figure 15.  Photograph of laser system used for PIV illumination. 
 

The path of the beam was directed using a light guide that was provided by 

Dantec Dynamics and consisted of a base mount, flexible arm, and an optical head.  The 

beam enters the light guide through the base mount and travels through the flexible arm 

that has flexible rotating joints to allow the user to point the beam in any direction and 

orientation.  Mirrors located at each joint relay the beam and prevent it from being 

interrupted.  The optical head converts the beam into a light sheet.  The thickness of the 

sheet can be adjusted using a knob located on the side of the head.  The optical head and 

light guide are shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16.  Photographs of the optical head (left) and the entire light guide (right), including the base 
mount, extension arm and optical head. 

 

 A Redlake Mega Plus 4.0/E 12 bit CCD camera was used for taking images and is 

shown below as Figure 17.  The resolution of the camera is 2048 x 2048 pixels and was 

placed atop a tripod.  A 532 nm filter was installed on the camera to filter out any light 

other than that coming from the illuminated particles.  A 105 mm Nikon lens was used 

with the camera. 
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Figure 17.  Redlake Megaplus CCD camera used for taking particle images. 
 

 3.3.2 PIV Setup 

 Seeding was accomplished by using micron size aluminum oxide particles.  The 

seed was placed inside a cyclone seeder shown in Figure 18 and compressed air at 30 psi 

was used to mix the seed and inject it into the air stream.  The seed was injected at the top 

and bottom of the test section, just in front of the turbulence grid and along the centerline 

of the tunnel.  The 6.4 mm diameter steel pipes used to insert the seeding can be seen in 

Figure 13 directly downstream of the turbulence grid.  They are bent at right angles so 

that the seed enters the tunnel in the same direction as the flow. 

The optical head was attached to the tunnel outlet and oriented so that the laser 

sheet lied along the centerline of the tunnel.  The very tip of the optical head lied 15.24 

cm downstream of the tunnel exit.  The camera was aimed through the side windows and 

perpendicular to the light sheet.  The camera was then focused onto the same plane as the 

light sheet.  Due to the small size of the particles, and decreased intensity of the second 

pulse, the laser had to be used at high power and the camera set to the lowest f-stop 
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setting to detect the small particles.  A diagram and picture of the setup can be seen in 

Figure 19 and Figure 20. 

 

Figure 18.  Photograph of cyclone seeder used for injecting aluminum oxide particles into air stream. 
 

 

Figure 19.  Diagram depicting the PIV setup used for the present research. 
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Figure 20.  Photograph showing the entire set up for PIV. 

 

The laser head was originally placed on top of the test section and fired down 

through the windows on top.  However, a sufficient angle for taking images over the fuel 

pan was not obtainable and the laser had to be moved to the rear of the tunnel.  During 

the move the laser became misaligned such that the second pulse coming from the second 

laser cavity could no longer be seen exiting the laser head.  The head cover had to be 

removed and the beam combiner adjusted until the beams from the two lasers combined.  

Despite repeated attempts to adjust the beam combiner, a slight shaking persisted in the 

light sheet.  The shaking was due to the beams from the two laser striking slightly 

different locations.  The degree of shaking increased the further the beam was from the 

optical head.  The optical head was moved to 7.62 cm downstream of the fuel pan to 

determine effects of shaking on the measurements.  No difference in the results could be 

observed and it was, therefore, determined that the slight divergence of the two laser 

sheets had little or no effect on the measurements. 
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The camera was synchronized with the light sheet pulsations using a Dantec 

Dynamics System Hub.  The duration of each pulse was 0.01 µs and the time interval 

between pulsations was set at 100 µs.  Each recording consisted of two light pulses, one 

for each frame.  The time between recordings was 250 ms.  The Hub used a 100 Mbit 

Ethernet adapter to transmit the images to a Pentium computer for processing.   

The size of the images were 178 x 178 mm and were taken over the pan and 

behind the fence.  The first location was taken through the second window downstream 

of the fence and covered from 15 mm upstream of the pan to 178 mm downstream.  The 

height of the image started at 10 mm below the bottom surface of the test section and 

extended upward 178 mm.  The second location was taken through the closest window to 

the fence and covered from 12 mm upstream of the fence to 178 mm downstream.  The 

height included from 7 mm below the bottom surface of the tunnel to 178 mm upward.  

Unfortunately, the gap in between the two windows creates a blind spot of 53 mm that 

can be seen in the below diagram showing the locations where the images where taken.  

The location and size of the images must be taken into account when considering the 

spatial resolution and range of velocity measurements desired.  If a particularly large 

region is being investigated, then the scaling factor will be correspondingly large (the size 

of one pixel).  An increase in image size means an increase in the smallest unit of 

velocity discernable by the system.  However, a larger image will enable larger velocities 

to be recorded by reducing the risk of particles exiting the interrogation areas between 

pulses.  The details of these problems and the methods for dealing with them are 

discussed in the following section on PIV error. 
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Figure 21.  Diagram depicting the streamwise range of the PIV images and the blind spot due to the 

distance between observation windows. 
 

3.3.3 PIV Error 

 The error associated with PIV is complicated and is a factor of many variables, 

including camera specifications, illumination wavelength, seed diameter, and 

experimental set up.  However, the error can be divided into two categories, velocity 

dynamic range and sub-pixel resolution.  The information provided below on these two 

topics is taken from the Dantec Dynamics FlowManager software guide and can be 

obtained by going to their website or contacting them by phone [29]. 

 The dynamic range is dependent on the size of the interrogation area and the time 

in between frames.  If the distance traveled by a single particle is greater than the 

interrogation area, then clearly its velocity is undetectable.  Therefore, the maximum 

velocity is the size of the side of the interrogation area divided by the time in between 

images.  However, the maximum displacement must be even less than that to reduce the 

affects of zero-velocity biasing.  Zero-velocity biasing is the tendency of the average 
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velocity to lean towards the slower particles, because the faster particles have a higher 

probability of escaping the interrogation region.  This problem is commonly referred to as 

in-plane dropout, and is the leading cause behind reduction in dynamic range. 

 In order to reduce in-plane dropout, it is generally recommended to select a time 

interval and interrogation size such that the maximum displacement is ¼ the length of the 

interrogation area.  It is also advised that there be at least 5 particles per interrogation 

region.  All of these factors lead to the conclusion that a larger interrogation region is a 

better choice.  However, it is important to maintain less than 5 to 10% velocity variation 

to minimize zero-velocity biasing.  Therefore, a smaller interrogation area will improve 

the signal-to-noise ratio.  It immediately becomes clear that a trade off exists between 

obtaining a large velocity dynamic range and good spatial resolution.   

 Spatial resolution is dependent on the ability of the FlowMap processor to 

perform sub-pixel resolution.  Without sub-pixel resolution, the minimum detectable 

velocity would simply be the size of one pixel divided by the time interval.  The Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) process is not a continuous function and results in a discrete 

number of points.  The number of points is the number of pixels on one side of the 

interrogation area.  Therefore, each pixel correlates to only one velocity “bin” and only 

the velocity corresponding to each bin is observed.  Fortunately, the theoretical FFT 

curve of the correlation plane can be interpolated to increase the number of velocity bins.   

 At least 3 data points are needed in order to perform a proper interpolation.  This 

implies that the particle image should be at least 3 pixels in size.  If a particle is only one 

pixel in size or smaller, then it would be impossible to determine the location of the 

particle within the pixel.  If the particle is 2 pixels in size, then a curve-fit could still be 
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calculated.  However, if the particle fell directly in between two pixels, then the 

interpolation would be vulnerable to noise and the result would most likely lean towards 

an integer value.  The Dantec Dynamics FlowManager guide states that the processor is 

capable of 1/64 sub-pixel resolution, but suggests that a resolution of 1/10 pixels is more 

accurate when taking into account the camera and seeding considerations. 

 Considering the above, the current research into turbulent shear flow presents a 

challenge in obtaining accurate PIV results.  The significant variation in velocity behind 

the fence required a large velocity dynamic range and good resolution was needed to 

observe the velocity structures in the separation region.  Combined with micron size 

seeding particles and a small time interval for proper dynamic range, the above 

requirements made for a difficult compromise.  An interrogation area of 64 x 64 pixels 

and a time interval of 100 µs were chosen.  A pixel spacing of 7.4 µm and a scaling 

factor of 11.5, together with a maximum velocity of approximately 10 m/s gave a 

maximum displacement of 1 mm, or 11.5 pixels.  This corresponded to about 20% of the 

interrogation length, well under the recommended maximum of 25%.  Therefore, zero-

velocity biasing was kept to a minimum and was further reduced by the use of adaptive 

correlation involving iterative interrogation areas.  However, this resulted in a larger than 

desired minimum velocity of 0.087 m/s or 87 mm/s, using the 1/10 sub-pixel resolution.  

Therefore, the processor should only be able to discern a difference in velocity of 87 

mm/s.  Smaller velocities than this were recorded, indicating either the presence of noise 

or a better than 1/10 sub-pixel resolution.  The resolution of 87 mm/s gives an error of 

approximately 1 to 2%, which is generally acceptable for engineering applications.  The 

error due to resolution is also much smaller than the statistical error. 
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 3.3.4 Statistical Error 

 The error associated with the given results stems from two sources, statistical 

error due to deviation in measurements and error due to the accuracy of the equipment 

and its operation.   

 The statistical error in this case is significant because of the large variations in 

velocity measurements due to turbulence and flow separation.  The error was also 

effected by the use of a relatively small sampling size that was used to minimize 

processing time.  The sampling size was large enough to obtain useful results, but a larger 

number of data points would have helped reduce statistical error, which was found using 

the formula below for 95% confidence [30]. 

 

 1.96
errorU U

n
σ

= ±  (6) 

 

Where σ is the standard deviation and n is the number of samples.  The error in finding 

the turbulence intensity is found by using the following relation. 

 

 1.96
2errorUrms Urms

n
σ

= ±  (7) 

 

 

3.4 Preliminary Flame Spread Tests 

 Flame spread tests were conducted by filling the fuel pan with approximately 32 

mm, or 3.3 liters, of ethanol (Tflash = 13 oC).  The fuel was then ignited at the downstream 
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edge of the fuel pan and the resulting flame spread was filmed using a 30 fps CCD 

camera.  This was done once for each of the variations in clutter, including one run with 

no clutter.  The flame spread rate was found by placing a white line every 38 mm 

perpendicular to the direction of flame spread and then visually inspecting the location of 

the flame relative to these markings.  The distance traveled during each frame was 

multiplied by the frame rate of the camera to obtain the flame spread rate.  Because the 

smallest discernible distance traveled by the flame is the distance between the markings, 

the error is +/- 19 mm.  This results in a +/-  57 cm/s error in the determined flame spread 

rate.  This is a considerable error that is not entirely conservative since the lighting, angle 

effects, and flame size make the location of the flame front difficult to determine.  

However, these are preliminary tests and were conducted simply to provide a better sense 

of the flame spread reaction to various clutter configurations and to give insight into were 

to go from here for future, more in depth, flame spread analysis. 
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Chapter 4.  Results and Analysis 

 

 The raw data was obtained in the form of vector fields.  Each vector representing 

an interrogation area (in this case 64 x 64 pixels) and displaying the average direction, 

velocity magnitude, and 2-D velocity components, U and V, for the particles in that area.  

Although the data is displayed as a vector field, it is also stored as a numeric table that 

allows the use of calculations to be applied to the raw data.  The results of these 

calculations are presented below in the form of contour plots of vorticy, turbulence 

intensity, and Reynolds stress.  Non-dimensional profiles of velocity, integral length scale 

and turbulence are also presented in an effort to collapse the results and forgo the further 

testing of various clutter shapes and sizes.  Data was collected in the region behind the 

fence and over the fuel pan.  However, only the results for the fuel pan are presented here 

since it is the effects on flame spread that are of concern.  A picture of the location used 

for data acquisition is shown below.  The edge of the fuel pan can be seen near the 9” 

mark on the tape measure. 
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Figure 22.  Picture of data acquisition location above the fuel pan.  Tape measure extends to the edge of 
the original clutter location.  The edge of the pan can be seen at approximately the 9 in mark. 

 

Matlab was used for all analysis purposes except for vorticity, which was 

analyzed using a function built into the Dantec Dynamics Flowmanager software.   

Results are compared for each type of analysis to the original fence, which has the 

following dimensions.  Fence distance of xp = 222 mm, fence height of h = 50.8 mm, 

fence length of L = 182.9 cm (width of tunnel), and fence perforation of 0% or D = 0.  It 

is important to note the dimensions of the original fence since it is used as a baseline for 

all the other fences.  For specifics, please see the chapter on experimental setup. 

 

4.1 Vorticity 

 4.1.1 Vorticity Contours 
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Vorticity contour plots were created using the vorticity data analysis option in the 

Flow Manager software.  The vorticity is calculated by taking the curl of the velocity. 

 

 ( ) ( ) (y xz z
u uu uu ucurl u i j k

y z z x x y
)y x∂ ∂∂ ∂∂ ∂

= − + − + −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (8) 

 

However, since the velocity vector is only two-dimensional, the curl only gives the 

vorticy component perpendicular to the plane of interest and is represented by its scalar 

value, S.  The differentiation is approximated by taking the difference of neighboring 

vectors and dividing by the grid distance. 

 

 
( 1, ) ( 1, ) ( , 1) ( , 1)( , ) y y x xu m n u m n u m n u m nS m n

x y
+ − − + − +

= −
Δ Δ

 (9) 

 

The result is a filled in contour plot that gives the z-component of vorticity for a two-

dimensional velocity field and has the units of inverse seconds.   

The scale is set from -300 to 450 for each plot, with the violet spectrum at the 

lower end.  The flow direction is from right to left.  Each plot begins at the edge of the 

fuel pan located at where x/h = 0.  The distance along and above the fuel pan is measured 

in fence heights.   

The first set of plots is shown in Figure 23 below and displays the vorticity for the 

2-D flow field for the three blockage ratios tested, h/H = 1/9, 2/9, 3/9.  It is obvious from 

inspection that the blockage ratio directly affects the vorticity magnitude.  Not only does 

the vorticity greatly increase with blockage ratio, but there is a significant increase in 
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negative vorticity as well.  However, the non-dimensional location of the vorticity 

remains relatively unaffected, including the location of negative vorticity, although scarce 

for the smallest blockage ratio.  

 

 
Figure 23.  Vorticity plots over the fuel pan for the three blockage ratios tested.  Values are time averaged 

over 20 samples.   
 

 The vorticity contour plots displayed below in Figure 24 show the time averaged 

vorticity over the fuel pan for three different distances to the fuel pan, xp, levels of 

perforation, P, and fence lengths, L.  The results for the different perforation levels and 
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fence lengths show that there is relatively little change in vorticity with variation in these 

parameters.  There is a slight change from a length of L/h = 12 to L/h = 6, which is most 

likely due to the transition from 2-D to 3-D flow with vortex interactions.  The increase 

in 3-D flow leaves less to contribute to the 2-D vortex generation shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24.  Vorticity plots over the fuel pan for the three fence distances, lengths and perforation levels 

tested.  Values are time averaged over 20 samples.   
 

 4.1.2 Vorticity Profile Comparisons 
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 Vorticity profiles for different fence heights and levels of perforation at different 

downstream locations were created to obtain a better understanding of the affects of fence 

dimensions on vortex generation.  These profiles are shown in Figure 25.  The profiles 

were plotted using non-dimensional parameters in an attempt to collapse the results.  The 

resulting profiles are similar for different blockage ratios at locations close to the fence, 

but tend to diverge farther downstream.  However, the profiles for perforation levels in 

Figure 26 are similar to the contour plots in that there is little change in vorticity with 

increased perforation.  The vorticity was time averaged using 20 instantaneous vector 

fields that were filtered.  The filtering process replaces questionable vectors with 

interpolated values to smooth the profiles out slightly for better comparisons.    

It should be noted that the even spacing of the holes along each fence resulted in a 

hole being directly along the center line of the pan, and therefore in the 2-D laser sheet, 

for only the two largest perforation levels.  As a result, the vorticity profiles for 12.5% 

and 19.1% perforation line up together, but differ from the 7.6 % and 0% profiles near 

the surface of the tunnel for the closest location to the fence reported in Figure 26.  A 

similar pattern can be seen in the velocity profiles presented further down in Figure 38, 

where there is a strong forward velocity near the surface directly downstream of the fence  

However, the effects on vorticity and velocity seem to be insignificant everywhere else 

since all four profiles closely overlap higher above the surface and for all elevations 

further downstream.   
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Figure 25.  Vorticity profiles for the blockage ratios tested at five different locations downstream of fence.  

The downstream distance divided by fence height of x/h = 4.375 refers to the front edge of the fuel pan.   
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Figure 26.  Vorticity profiles for the levels of perforation tested at five different locations downstream of 
fence.  The downstream distance divided by fence height of x/h = 4.375 refers to the front edge of the fuel 

pan.   
 

 

4.2 Turbulence Intensity 

 4.2.1 TI Contour Plots 
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 The following plots show the percent turbulence intensity (TI) for each fence 

setup.  The results begin at the edge of the pan and extend three original fence heights 

downstream.  The direction of flow is from right to left and the color scale used is shown 

at the bottom.  Again, the scale is the same for each plot for easy comparison and ranges 

from 0 to 65 % TI.  Like the other plots, the distance along and above the fuel pan are 

measured in non-dimensional fence heights.   

The turbulence was calculated by dividing the magnitude of the root mean square 

(RMS) velocity by the free stream velocity in the absence of clutter.  This is better 

demonstrated by the equation below. 

 

 
2 2

1

% 100rms rmsU V
TI

U
+

= ×    (10) 

 

Where Urms and Vrms are the RMS velocities in the streamwise and crosswise directions 

and U1 is the average free stream velocity in the absence of a fence.  The RMS velocities 

are divided by U1 instead of the average local velocities, because this makes it possible to 

compare the turbulence intensity over the entire area of the region of interest.  The local 

velocities that are located at the common center of vortices continuously change direction 

and the average can be quite small.  If this value were used as the numerator in equation 

(10), then the %TI at these locations would be so large that it would drown out the other 

locations and a decent comparison would be difficult. 
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Figure 27.  Turbulence intensity (TI) over the fuel pan for 3 different blockage ratios.  The TI was 

calculated from 20 instantaneous velocity measurements and is the RMS velocity divided by the free 
stream velocity with no fence.  The direction of flow is from right to left.   
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Figure 28.  Turbulence intensity (TI) over the fuel pan for 3 fence distances, perforation levels, and fence 

lengths.  Each fence has a blockage ratio of h/H = 2/9.  The TI was calculated from 20 instantaneous 
velocity measurements and is the RMS velocity divided by the free stream velocity with no fence.  The 

direction of flow is from right to left.   
 

4.2.2 TI Profile Plots 

 Vertical profiles of the turbulence intensity for the different blockage ratios and 

levels of perforation are shown below for different locations downstream of the fence 

position.  The profiles are plotted with non-dimensional variables by using fence heights 

to describe the distance above the surface and downstream of the fence.  The TI for the 
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different blockage ratios vary greatly from each other and so it was normalized with the 

square root of the blockage ratio in an attempt to further collapse the profiles.   

 Normalized Turbulence = rmsU H
U h∞

 (11) 

By using the above relation to plot the turbulence profiles, the larger turbulence of the 

largest blockage ratio better matches the turbulence profile of the smallest blockage ratio.  

Dividing the RMS velocity by the free stream velocity, U∞, for each blockage ratio also 

aids the collapsing processes since U∞ is larger for larger blockage ratios.  The data 

collapses fairly well considering the high levels of turbulence intensity, but unfortunately 

there still exists a considerable amount of variation.     

Similar to the contour plots, the TI profiles for different levels of perforation are 

very close in shape and magnitude.  Even when compared to zero percent perforation, the 

results are still similar.  The profiles are so similar, that it was sufficient to divide the 

RMS velocity by a continuous parameter, Uo, where Uo is the free stream velocity for 

the original fence height.  The statistical error for the TI profiles is shown for the location 

at the edge of the fuel pan.  The error for the other locations is similar since the same 

number of samples is considered and the deviations are comparable.   
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Figure 29.  Non-dimensional TI profile comparisons for blockage ratios of h/H = 1/9, 2/9, 3/9.  The 

profiles are taken at 1, 2, 3, 4.375, and 5 fence heights downstream of the clutter elements.  The height 
above the surface of the test section is in fence heights, y/h.  The streamwise RMS velocity is taken from 
20 samples and an example of the associated error is visible for h = 50.8 mm at x/h = 4.375.  The velocity 
is non-dimensonalized by the free stream velocity and the square root of the blockage ratio.  x/h = 4.375 

represents the edge of the pan. 
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Figure 30.  Turbulence profile comparisons for perforation levels of P = 0, 7.6, 12.5 and 19.1%.  The 
profiles are taken at 1, 2, 3, 4.375, and 5 fence heights downstream of the clutter elements.  The height 

above the surface of the test section is in fence heights, y/h.  The turbulence is taken from 20 samples and 
an example of the associated error is visible for P = 12.5 % at x/h = 4.375.  The edge of the pan is located at 

x/h = 4.375. 
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4.3 Reynolds Stress 

 The Reynolds stress gives similar results as the turbulence intensity and so only 

the contour plots are shown for comparison.  A contour plot for depicting the Reynolds 

stress above the fuel pan for each clutter element is shown below in Figure 31 and Figure 

32.  The same scale is used for each plot for easy comparison.  The flow is from right to 

left and the distance above and along the pan is given in fence heights.  The fence heights 

are of course different for each blockage ratio since the tunnel height never changes.   

The Reynolds stress was found by calculating the covariance of the fluctuating 

components of the 2-D velocity field.  Results show a significant change for different 

blockage ratios and a large difference between the fence lengths of 6 and 3 fence heights.  

Once again, the level of perforation seems to have little effect.  There is also little change 

with distance to the fuel pan, which differs slightly from the TI plots that show a small 

increase in turbulence for closer fence positions.  However, both results show that the 

values become spread out as the turbulent shear layer grows downstream of the fence. 
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Figure 31.  Reynolds stress above the fuel pan for different blockage ratios, h/H.  The scale is given at the 

bottom and is the same for all plots.  The flow is from right to left.  Values are found by calculating the 
covariance of the fluctuating components of velocity. 
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Figure 32.  Reynolds stress above the fuel pan for different fence positions, perforation levels and fence 

lengths.  The scale is given at the bottom and is the same for all plots.  The flow is from right to left.  
Values are found by calculating the covariance of the fluctuating components of velocity. 

 
 

4.4 Integral Length Scale 

 The Integral length scale over the fuel pan for each clutter element tested is shown 

below.  The values are integrated over a streamwise distance of 3 fence heights and 

averaged over 20 samples.  The values are on the order of 1 fence height, but there is a 

large variation between samples that result in a statistical error.  The associated error is 
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shown in Figure 33 in the form of error bars and is only given for the original fence since 

the statistical error is similar for the other fence dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 33.  Spatially determined streamwise integral length scale for all fence heights tested.  The length 

scale is averaged over 20 samples in time and the associated error is displayed for h/H = 2/9.   Length 
scales were obtained from integration over a streamwise distance of 3 fence heights. 
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Figure 34.  Spatially determined streamwise integral length scale for all fence distances tested, xp = 222, 

171, 114, and 57mm.  The length scale is averaged over 20 samples in time.   Length scales were obtained 
from integration over a streamwise distance of 3 fence heights. 

 

 
Figure 35.  Spatially determined streamwise integral length scale for all fence perforation tested, P = 0, 7.6, 
12.5, and 19.1%.  The length scale is averaged over 20 samples in time.   Length scales were obtained from 

integration over a streamwise distance of 3 fence heights. 
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Figure 36.  Spatially determined streamwise integral length scale for all fence lengths tested, L = 152, 305, 

610 and 1829mm.  The length scale is averaged over 20 samples in.   Length scales were obtained from 
integration over a streamwise distance of 3 fence heights. 

 
 

 
 

4.5 Velocity Comparison 

 4.5.1 Profile Comparisons for Fence Geometries 

 The following results show the velocity profiles for all three blockage ratios, 

perforation levels and fence lengths tested.  The profiles are shown for the downstream 

locations of, x/h = 1, 2, 3, 4.375, 5, and 6, where x/h = 4.375 represents the upstream 

edge of the fuel pan.  The location x/h = 6 is not presented for the variation in blockage 

ratios because data was not taken that far downstream for the tallest fence height.  The 

results were non-dimensionalized in an attempt to collapse the data into a form that could 

be used to derive results using fewer variations.  The velocity profiles are averaged from 

20 samples and, therefore, have a statistical error associated with them.  The statistical 
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error for a select few locations is shown in the form of error bars for x/h = 4.375 to give a 

visual representation of the error involved.  A more detailed error analysis including the 

error associated with the PIV resolution was previously provided in sections 3.3.3 and 

3.3.4.   

 
Figure 37.  Non-dimensional velocity profile comparisons for blockage ratios of h/H = 1/9, 2/9, 3/9.  The 

profiles are taken at 1, 2, 3, 4.375, and 5 fence heights downstream of the clutter elements.  The height 
above the surface of the test section is in fence heights, y/h.  The velocity is time averaged over 20 samples 

and an example of the associated error is visible for h = 50.8 mm at x/h = 4.375.  The velocity is non-
dimensonalized by the blockage ratio and the free stream velocity.  The edge of the pan is located at x/h = 

4.375. 
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Figure 38.  Velocity profile comparisons for perforation levels of P = 0, 7.6, 12.5 and 19.1%.  The profiles 
are taken at 1, 2, 3, 4.375, and 5 fence heights downstream of the clutter elements.  The height above the 
surface of the test section is in fence heights, y/h.  The velocity is time averaged over 20 samples and an 
example of the associated error is visible for P = 12.5 % at x/h = 4.375.  The edge of the pan is located at 

x/h = 4.375. 
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Figure 39.  Velocity profile comparisons for fence lengths of L/h = 12, 6, and 3.  The profiles are taken at 
1, 2, 3, 4.375, 5, and 6 fence heights downstream of the clutter elements.  The height above the surface of 
the test section is in fence heights, y/h.  The velocity is time averaged over 20 samples.  The edge of the 

pan is located at x/h = 4.375. 
  

4.5.2 Comparison to Literature 

 A comparison of the PIV data and the data taken by Good and Joubert [19] is also 

provided.  Good and Joubert used a blockage ratio of 1/9 and is the same ratio as the 

smallest one tested during the current research.  The two data sets are plotted together in 
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Figure 40 for four different locations downstream of the fence, determined by the 

locations measured by Good and Joubert.  Their data was taken using pitot static tubes 

with turbulent flow and without the presence of a fuel pan.  The lack of a fuel pan can be 

seen in the obvious differences between the data at the last two downstream locations.  

The profile shapes above the shear layer are similar, but a strong difference in the reverse 

flow can be seen near the surface.  The reverse flow for the present data is nearly all but 

gone at the edge of the pan.  The use of intrusive measurement techniques by Good and 

Joubert most likely has an effect as well.  Despite the differences at far downstream 

locations, the two datasets correlate well for locations closer to the fence.  
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Figure 40.  Non-dimensional profile comparison for time averaged PIV data and data from Good and 

Joubert [0] for a blockage ratio of 1/9.  Good and Joubert used pitot static tubes with turbulent flow and no 
fuel pan.  The location of each profile is given by the downstream distance divided by the fence height, x/h. 
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4.6 Curve Fitting 

 As shown above, reasonable estimates of the velocity profiles for differing 

blockage ratios can be obtained from one blockage ratio through careful non-dimensional 

analysis.  It is also possible to take it a step further and create an equation to fit the 

general shape of the velocity profile curve.  This has been done and is shown below for 

the blockage ration of the original fence, h/H = 2/9.  In the figure below, the velocity is 

divided by its free stream velocity, U∞.  The strong curvature in the velocity profiles 

make for a difficult and complicated curve fit.  The curves are difficult to model because 

of the significant reverse flow near the surface and the greater than free stream velocity 

above the shear layer.  However, a curve fit was found that follows the shape of the 

velocity profile rather well as it develops downstream of the fence. 
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Figure 41.  Comparison of curve fit equation and data for a blockage ratio of 2/9.  The Velocity is non-

dimensionalized with the free stream velocity. 
 

The equation used is of the form of a logistic curve and is a function of the non-

dimensional variables, x/h and y/h, and is given as, 
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where x/h and y/h have been replaced with xh and yh for simplicity and Ur is the 

maximum velocity divided by the free stream velocity.  The basic logistic curve is of the 

form 1/(1 + exp) and gives the general “S” shape curve that closely resembles the 

velocity profile [31].  This type of equation is often used for modeling population 

percentages since the curve gradually rises from zero and levels off at 1.  In order to 

achieve the extra inflection in the curve near zero, which represents the reverse flow, 

another term had to be added in the denominator with the exponent term.   

Due to the presence of the fuel pan, a slight change to the equation had to be made 

for velocity profiles located over the fuel pan, starting at x/h = 4.375.  The changes are 

shown below. 
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The changes in the curve fit equation for profiles over the pan make the equation 

simpler because the profiles no longer have to curve towards a zero velocity.  The no-slip 

condition is applied to a moving liquid instead of a stationary surface and the velocity is 

not required to be zero at the surface.  This allows for a stronger reverse flow near the 

surface and combined with the growth of the shear layer gives a profile that is more 

linear.   
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4.7 Flame Spread Rates 

 The flame spread rates for all fence configurations tested are presented below in 

Table 3.  The spread rate is inconsistent during a single run due to variations in flow 

speed near the surface, so the average spread rate over the entire pan is reported along 

with the max and min velocities.  It is apparent from looking at these values that there 

exists a large variation in the flame speed as it progresses upstream.  This phenomenon is 

obvious when viewing the video recordings of the flame spread. 

 

Table 3.  Flame spread rate for different fence configurations. 

Clutter Type Avg Max Min
Height (cm)

2.54 64 149 0
5.08 213 297 114
7.16 191 206 183

Length (cm)
61 65 183 0

30.5 31 114 0
15.2 10 76 0

Distance (cm)
17.2 73 149 0
11.4 213 297 137
5.7 185.5 343 114

Perforation %
7.6 164 229 114
12.5 121 206 34
19.1 177 228 114

Flame Spread Rate (cm/s)

 

 

There is a definite reduction in flame spread rate when the clutter height is 

reduced.  However, increasing the height appears to have little effect even though there is 

a significant increase in reverse flow.  Earlier results showed that different levels of 

perforation have little effect on the flow field and the same seems to be true for the flame 

spread rate.  It changes slightly from one percentage to another, but the changes remain 
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within the +/- 57 cm/s error.  The most surprising result is the relatively small spread rate 

associated with the fence distance of 17.2 cm.  It is possible that this unusual reading is a 

result of the fuel being cool since it was the first test run made that day.  This is further 

backed by the flame spread video showing the flame propagating upstream but not 

stabilizing downstream.   

A non-surprising result is that decreasing the clutter length drastically reduces the 

spread rate, which is in agreement with the PIV data showing large reductions in the 

recirculation region.  The presence of the recirculation region is important because it 

provides a concurrent flow environment for flame spread.  According to Hirano and 

Suzuki [14], the flame spread rate should match the concurrent flow velocity when it is 

greater than the quiescent flame spread rate.  The average flame spread rate and air speed 

above the portion of the fuel pan that was analyzed is presented below. 

 

Table 4.  Comparison of the average flame spread rate to the average air speed above the upstream 
half of the fuel pan.  Negative air speeds indicate opposed direction of flow or lack of reverse flow. 

Fence 
Configuration

Air Velocity 
Above Pan

Avg Vf at 
Upstream half

Height (cm) (cm/s) (cm/s)
2.54 -90 64
5.08 160 213
7.16 170 200

Length (cm)
61 110 95

30.5 0 82
15.2 -150 10

Distance (cm)
17.2 190 152
11.4 140 171
5.7 110 160

Perforation %
7.6 200 205
12.5 140 171
19.1 120 182

Flame Speed Compared to Air Speed
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The negative air velocities given in Table 4 represent opposed flow, meaning a 

lack of reverse flow over the fuel pan.  If the quiescent flame spread rate is estimated to 

be approximately 150 to 180 cm/s (the spread rate between 20 and 25 oC for methanol, a 

similar fuel) then the flame velocity is always within the experimental error of the 

quiescent spread rate for concurrent air velocities around 200 cm/s or less.  These results 

are sensible and it is expected that the flame spread rate would match the reverse flow 

should its velocity exceed 200 cm/s.  In order to investigate this subject, it is 

recommended that larger air speeds are used and many test runs are performed to acquire 

reliable flame spread rates for reverse velocities much greater than the quiescent flame 

spread rate.
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Chapter 5.  Conclusion 

   

5.1 Test Matrix Reduction 

 By using the appropriate non-dimensional parameters, the data for different fence 

configurations can be collapsed and predictions of flow characteristics can be made.  

However, the degree of success varies for the different fence types.  The velocity and 

turbulence profiles are very similar when using the fence height as the non-dimensional 

parameter for measuring distance above the surface and downstream of the fence.   

This method works best for different levels of perforation, but that is because the 

holes placed in the fence seem to have little impact on the flow field.  It would, therefore, 

not be worthwhile to include changes in fence perforation among the different 

configurations in the experimental test matrix, at least not for the levels of perforation 

tested and presented in this paper.  But it might be interesting to observe the effects of 

perforation levels much greater than the ones tested, although the minimal variations in 

flow measurements observed suggest that the results would be insignificant. 

The data for different blockage ratios, however, are of great importance and can 

be collapsed with reasonable success, especially below the shear layer where flow 

characteristics should have the most impact on flame spread.  Therefore, the experimental 

matrix can be reduced to using the single original clutter element when measuring the 

downstream flow field for the purpose of analyzing its effects on flame spread.  However, 

this is only advisable when considering heights within 50 % of the original fence height, 

since values beyond that may result in a considerable amount of variation.   
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Velocity profiles for varying fence lengths are easily collapsed within one fence 

length of the shortest fence, but begin to diverge farther downstream.  And the profiles 

are difficult to compare because of the transition from 2-D to 3-D flow, the effects of 

which can be seen in the decreasing velocity and turbulence intensity measured in the 2-

D plane.  Because of the 3-D effects and the added unknowns that come about as a result, 

the quantitative results are unpredictable and changes in fence length should be avoided 

in order to maintain as much of a 2-D flow as is possible.  Introducing variations in the 

third dimension should only be done if the use of systems with 3-D measuring 

capabilities is available, such as stereo PIV. 

 Prediction efforts can also be assisted by curve fitting the data.  An equation is 

available that follows the velocity profile fairly well as it develops downstream of the 

fence, but the presence of the fuel pan and the liquid inside must be taken into account.  

The equation models the velocity profile best below the shear layer, where as mentioned 

before the effects on flame spread are most prominent.   

 

5.2 Effects on Flame Spread Rate  

 Changes in fence dimensions and location will have a significant impact on the 

flame spread rate.  This is due to the changes in downstream turbulence, vorticity, and 

reverse flow associated with different fence configurations.  The parameter that is likely 

to have the greatest impact on flame spread is the blockage ratio, which affects all three 

of the aforementioned flow characteristics.  An increase in blockage ratio will result in a 

considerable increase in turbulence intensity.  Not only does the magnitude increase, but 

the turbulence occupies a larger area and extends farther downstream as well.  A lesser, 
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but still considerable increase in vorticity is also associated with an increasing blockage 

ratio. 

 Changes in turbulence intensity and vorticity will have a multitude of effects on 

the flame spread rate.  Increases in these phenomena will affect the flame speed by 

convectively cooling the reaction, and thereby, slowing it down.  This is also 

accomplished with the movement of cooler air molecules from the free stream to within 

the vicinity of the flame by means of turbulent transportation.  However, flame spread 

may be aided by enhanced mixing of fuel and oxidizer, but this benefit will be 

overshadowed by the drastic increase in turbulence and vorticity associated with 

separated flow behind a fence.   

 Increases in the blockage ratio also result in a considerable increase in reverse 

flow along the surface of the fuel pan.  This can be seen in the velocity profiles shown 

earlier and the raw data presented in Appendix A.  The presence of reverse flow creates a 

transition from opposed-flow to concurrent-flow flame spread.  This will be the most 

significant effect of the obstruction since the flame spread rate is known to match the 

velocity of the concurrent air flow in similar situations.  This implies that an increase in 

block ratio will most likely result in a faster flame spread rate. 

 The location of the fence relative to the fuel pan will also have a significant 

impact on the flame spread rate.  The turbulence intensity and vorticity are at their largest 

values when directly behind the fence.  Although these values are greater at this location, 

they exist well above the surface of the fuel and within the shear layer.  As the fence is 

placed further upstream of the fuel pan, the largest values of turbulence intensity and 

vorticity are less than when the fence is closer.  However, the values near the surface of 
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the fuel are greater due to the growth of the shear layer.  This slight increase in turbulence 

and vorticity will help to retain fuel vapor without drastically increasing the convective 

cooling.  This, combined with an increase in reverse flow, will likely increase the flame 

spread rate with distance.  But it should be mentioned that this effect is not linear since 

the flow will eventually reattach downstream and the reverse flow will disappear.  

 Changing the fence height and location will have a significant influence on the 

flame spread rate, but increasing the amount of fence perforation will have little if no 

effect.  There might be an exception for directly behind the fence, where the spacing of 

the holes is relevant, but the effects will be mostly nonexistent for more than one or two 

fence heights downstream.  However, changing the fence length will have a considerable 

effect.  As the length is shortened to 3 fence heights, the recirculation region above the 

fuel pan nearly all but disappears.  This means that a decrease in fence length will result 

in a reduction in flame spread rate.  There will also be other effects associated with the 

emergence of velocity and turbulence components in the third dimension, but these 

effects are difficult to predict without proper measurement techniques. 

 It is important not only to consider the effects on gas dynamics, but on the liquid-

phase flow as well.  As mentioned earlier, the convection of liquid ahead of the flame is 

one of the primary modes of heat transfer.  The strong reverse flow observed will likely 

aid flame spread since it is in the same direction as the liquid convection.  However, it is 

uncertain how the liquid flow field will react since the fuel pan lies in a recirculation 

region characterized by chaotic air flow.   

  

5.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
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 Future work should involve extensive flame spread tests, with special attention 

paid to the flow structures along the surface of the fuel pan.  A PIV set up with a faster 

camera will allow the observation of flow structures as they develop downstream of the 

fence.  PIV is an excellent tool for this, but special considerations must be made for the 

size of the area investigated since pixel resolution can be an issue when investigating air 

flow with a large velocity dynamic range.  It would also be valuable to use stereo PIV to 

obtain a 3-D visual representation of the flow field since the 3-D effects of shorter fence 

lengths will no doubt have an impact on the flame spread. 

 Another potential area of research would be to investigate the dependence of 

flame spread on the turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel.  This could be easily 

accomplished by varying the dimensions of the turbulence grid.  This information would 

be vital for understanding flame spread inside an engine nacelle since they are 

undoubtedly characterized by a wide range of turbulence levels.   

 It would also be beneficial to investigate the liquid flow field in the fuel pan as 

different clutter elements are tested and while a flame is propagating.  Liquid convection 

is a primary mechanism in liquid flame spread should be taken into consideration when 

predicting flame spread behavior.  
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APPENDIX A 

 Velocity contour plots overlaid with streamlines are an excellent way to quickly 

observe information about the flow that is both qualitative and quantitative.  The contour 

plots below show the magnitude of the velocity ranging from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  Since only 

the magnitude is shown, reverse flow can only be identified by the direction of the 

streamlines.  It is also important to note that these plots are made from averaged data and 

do not depict instantaneous velocities.  Instantaneous plots would show the individual 

eddys, where as the plots below are better suited for viewing the general characteristics of 

the separation region.  The velocity magnitudes are given by the color bar provided in the 

first plot.  All the proceeding figures use the same scale. 

 
 

 
Figure 42.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 
fence height of 50.8 mm (original fence).  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional 

units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel 
pan is given by x/h = 0. 
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Figure 43.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 

fence height of 25.4 mm.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of 
the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by 

x/h = 0. 
 
 

 
Figure 44.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 

fence height of 76.2 mm.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of 
the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by 

x/h = 0. 
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Figure 45.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 

fence perforation of 7.6%.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of 
the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by 

x/h = 0. 
 
 

 
Figure 46.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 

fence perforation of 12.5%.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms 
of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given 

by x/h = 0. 
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Figure 47.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and for a 

fence perforation of 19.1%.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms 
of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given 

by x/h = 0. 
 
 

 
Figure 48.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  Fence is 

located 57 mm upstream of leading edge of pan.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-
dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream 

edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
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Figure 49.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  Fence is 

located 114 mm upstream of leading edge of pan.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-
dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream 

edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
 
 

 
Figure 50.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  Fence is 

located 171 mm upstream of leading edge of pan.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-
dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream 

edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
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Figure 51.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  The fence 
length is 152 mm along the width of the tunnel and is centered on the pan.  Position along and above the 
pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 

m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 52.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  The fence 
length is 305 mm along the width of the tunnel and is centered on the pan.  Position along and above the 
pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 

m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
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Figure 53.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan.  The fence 
length is 610 mm along the width of the tunnel and is centered on the pan.  Position along and above the 
pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of the fence height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 

m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
 
 

 
Figure 54.  Averaged velocity contour plot with overlaid streamlines at a location over the pan and with no 
fence in place.  Position along and above the pan are given in non-dimensional units in terms of the fence 
height.  Velocity scale ranges from 0 to 10.5 m/s.  The upstream edge of the fuel pan is given by x/h = 0. 
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